
STANDARD A4 FOLDED SHEET

Nola’s family wanted a traditional sheet but with a fresh feel. 

Nola was a very feminine, delicate woman who loved going for long walks and picking any 

wildflowers she found on her way. Her favourite colour was pale pink.

Folded

210mm x 148.5 mm when folded

Standard service sheet fold with front and back image

Can include collages and full bleed photographs
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Folded

83.5mm x 148.5 x 148mm when folded

An updated take on the standard trifold, ideal for services 

that need a lot of space for content or photographs.
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3/4 TRIFOLD SHEET

Marg had been a model when she was younger, and her family had favourite images from her modelling days they wanted to include on her 

sheet. Marg was also a talented watercolour artist so we also included some flowers she had painted just before her passing.



LONG SHEET

Bob had a lifelong love of gardening, so much so that as soon as he left school he started his own garden store that still runs today.  

Bob’s family wanted his sheet to reflect his hobby but the focus to be on his photos, and for us not to crop them.  

This style is perfect for placing the focus on your loved ones photographs without any added frills or accoutrements. 
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Folded

210mm x 150mm when folded

Ideal for full display of landscape photographs



Folded

95mm x 210mm when folded

The perfect “portable” sheet that fits into a jacket pocket or handbag, 

Clean and modern, works well with portrait photographs.

TALL SHEET

Nicholas was a lifelong surfer, even managing to fit in a surf on the morning he unexpectedly passed. His family wanted his love of the waves 

to be reflected in his sheet, and for the sheet to be easily held/transferred, as part of the reception would be held on his favourite beach.
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